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Introduction

On the 8th of March 2018, the Renewables Academy organized a workshop at the its premises in
Schönhauser do disseminate the existing result of the Clean kWAT project and also to have some
feedback for the designated target group which are energy engineers.
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Aim

The aim of the event was to:
•
•
•
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introduce the Clean-kWAT project and its outputs to them.
Get feedback to these outputs from persons in the energy sectors
Assemble ideas on how the products of the project can be disseminated.

Participants

Of the more than 20 participants invited to the event, ten answered present (see annex). These were
all graduating student of the technical university of Berlin studying “Global production Engineering
(GPE)”. GPE is a masters study programme that looks into energy supply system with focus on
renewable energy.
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The workshop

The workshop kicked off at 17:00 with welcoming of the participants and self-introduction to get to
know each other. Then the content of the whole workshop was presented to the participant so that
they keep an overview of what the session would be about. After taking about the effectiveness of
their energy engineering study programmes with regards to the environment, a presentation was
held so as to enlightened the participants about the project.
The presenter talked about the following:
•

Introduced the subject of integrating environmental considerations into energy systems
development and talked about the rational for having such a project which support existing
educational systems

•

The project goals which were enumerated covering the overall goal and then looking more
into the specific ones.

•

The envisaged target groups were then brought into focus

•

The consortium of partners was introduced, talking clearly about the countries where they
are located and what the institution is focused on.

•

All eight activities of the project were presented and talked about with these participants
and
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4.1

•

the outputs from the activities where individually looked into. The outputs already existing
were the focus of the whole workshop were feedback from the would be target group was
highly appreciated

•

The presentation ended with what is envisaged to be the impact of these project on the
target group.

The presentation
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Following the presentation, the group was now divided into two to brainstorm and give their feed
back to the existing outputs and to design a learning pathway for the different professions.
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Usefulness of Clean kWAT to energy engineering students

The following were the points gathered from the discussions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great idea to add environmental subjects to energy engineering studies
The professions enlisted as targets are broad but do need these environmental
considerations.
Learning outcomes are clearly defined and usefull
Doubts on whether they can all be covered just with 30 EQVET points. They proposed having
the points increased
The designated learning units are seen as fine.
The pathways proposed by both groups were the same and were as follows

Figure 1: The defined learning pathways by the group
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Conclusion

After two and a half hours of workshop, it was concluded that:
•
•
•
•
•

The project is good and can be modified in different situations,
That persons working in the energy supply system need to look into environmental factors
That they would like to have a look at the online modules when completed
That video outputs heal in studies though that depends on the individual
More credit points should be allocated to the learning outcomes

The workshop ended with dinner at a nearby restaurant.
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Some pictures of the seminar

Figure 1: Pictures taken during the workshop

Figure 2: Pictures taken during the workshop

Figure 3: Pictures taken during the workshop
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Participants list
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